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This portfolio is directed to a system for enriching documents by dynamically adding relevant 
information to content, or suggesting services which may add such information. A meta-
document, an active agent in the knowledge creation and sharing cycle, may operate with or 
without user intervention. It automatically searches, collects and adds information to the original 
document based on the contents or on information about the user as provided by, for example, a 
user’s mobile device. The disclosed system adds intelligent behaviors to the document including: 
the ability to understand and describe its contents; the ability to communicate; the ability to 
automatically find similar documents; the ability to learn and adapt to changing situations; and the 
ability to assist the user with content creation via auto-completion and auto-correction. A query 
generation system may be coupled with the ability to merge enriched results into the document. 
The enriched form of the document can also be created selectively and remotely, similar to the 
formation of a print request, for later retrieval.
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Representative Claim: US 8,219,557 – Claim #1
A computer implemented method, comprising: accessing selected-document content that is 
selected from a document; accessing a database of entities, each entity having associated therewith 
one or more entity-types, each entity type pertaining to one or more themes; automatically 
identifying in the selected-document content at least one entity in the database of entities; 
accessing a categorization system for categorizing document content having a classification profile 
defined using an organization of categories that corresponds to categories of document content 
available through an information retrieval system; the classification profile allowing document 
content to be assigned to an existing category; automatically categorizing the selected-document 
content using the categorization system to assign a subset of one or more categories from the 
categories of document content available through the information retrieval system; automatically 
formulating a query for document content by providing a first element of the query representative 
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of at least one entity identified in the selected-document content, and by providing a second element of the query focusing the query 
to the subset of categories of document content assigned to the selected-document content; automatically, after formulating the 
query, acquiring search results by using the query for querying document content available through the information retrieval system; 
wherein at least said identifying, categorizing, formulating and acquiring are performed using one or more processors.
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